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Equipment
• Camera – Shutter priority / Bulb
 
• Tripod – long exposure
 
• Remote release
 
• Torch
 
• Warm clothing
 

Remote release



Camera Settings

• Long exposure –
– ISO – Low minimises noise
– Shutter speed – 4 / 5 seconds?
– Aperture – f8 – f16?
– AWB – (RAW)
 

 



Technique
• 1. Use a Tripod
Perhaps the most important tip is to secure your
digital camera to something that will ensure it doesn’t
move during the taking of your shots. This is
especially important in photographing fireworks
simply because you’ll be using longer shutter speeds
which will not only capture the movement of the
fireworks but any movement of the camera itself. The
best way to keep your camera still is with a tripod.
 
 

 



 
• 2. Remote Release

One way to ensure your camera is completely still during fireworks
shots is to invest in a remote release device. These will vary from
camera to camera but most have some sort of accessory made for
them. The other way of taking shots without touching your camera is
to use the self timer. This can work but you really need to be able to
anticipate shots well and its very hit and miss



• 3. Framing Your Shot
• One of the most difficult parts of photographing fireworks

is working out where to aim your camera. The challenge
you’ll face in doing this is that you generally need to aim
your camera before the fireworks that you’ll be
photographing goes off – anticipation is key. Here are a
few points on getting your framing right.

 
– Get to the location early – beat the other photographers and get the

best view point
– Try and establish where the fireworks will explode in the sky
– Ensure you will have an unobstructed view – No heads in front etc.
– Decide if you want other elements in your shot – Building / trees /

water etc.
– Watch your horizons – in the dark it is easy to have sloping

horizons
– Decide on what lens you want to use so you are not changing in the

middle of the display
– Decide on Portrait or Horizontal – If you switch remember your

horizons!
 

 

middle of the display
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• 4. Focal Length?
• One of the hardest parts of photographing fireworks is having your camera

trained on the right part of the sky at the right time. This is especially difficult if
you’re shooting with a longer focal length and are trying to take more tightly
cropped shots. Although they enable you to really fill the frame with great color,
keep in mind that cropping of your wider angle fireworks shots can always be
done later to get a similar impact in your photography.

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
• 5. Aperture
• A common question around photographing fireworks displays is what aperture

to use. Many people think you need a fast lens to get them but in reality it’s quite
the opposite as the light that the fireworks emit is quite bright. Apertures in the
mid to small range tend to work reasonably well and would usually shoot
somewhere between f/8 to f/16.



• 6. Shutter Speed
• Probably more important to get right than aperture is shutter speed. Fireworks

move and as a result the best photographs of them capture this movement
meaning you need a nice long exposure. One technique is to shoot in ‘bulb’
mode. This is a mode that allows you to keep the shutter open for as long as
you hold down the shutter (preferably using a remote shutter release of some
type). Using this technique you hit the shutter as the firework is about to
explode and hold it down until it’s finished exploding (generally a few seconds).

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
• Don’t keep your shutter open too long. The temptation is to think that because

it’s dark that you can leave it open as long as you like. The problem with this is
that fireworks are bright and it doesn’t take too much to over expose them,
especially if your shutter is open for multiple bursts in the one area of the sky.
By all means experiment with multiple burst shots – but most people end up
finding that the simpler one burst shots can be best.

 
 



• 7. ISO
• Shooting at a low ISO is preferable to ensure the cleanest shots possible. Stick

to ISO 100, allowing a slower shutter speed and less digital noise.
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
• 8. Switch off your Flash
• Shooting with a flash will have no impact upon your shots except to trick your

camera into thinking it needs a short exposure time. Keep in mind that your
camera’s flash will only have a reach of a few meters and in the case of fireworks
even if they were this close a flash wouldn’t really have anything to light except
for some smoke which would distract from the real action (the flashing
lights).Switch your flash off.

 
 



• 9. Shoot in Manual Mode
• Best results are usually obtained when shooting in manual exposure and

manual focus modes. Auto focusing in low light can be very difficult for many
cameras and you’ll end up missing a lot of shots. Once your focusing is set
you’ll find you don’t really need to change it during the fireworks display –
especially if you’re using a small aperture which increases depth of field.

 
 
 
 
 
• 10. Experiment and Track Results
• Throughout the fireworks display periodically check your results. Don’t check

after every shot once you’ve got things set up OK (or you’ll miss the action) but
do monitor yours shots occasionally to ensure you’re not taking a completely
bad batch.

• Also experiment with taking shots that include a wider perspective, silhouettes
and people around you watching the display. Having your camera pointed at the
sky can get you some wonderful shots but sometimes if you look for different
perspectives you can get a few shots that are a little less cliché and just as
spectacular. Most of the best shots that I’ve seen in the researching of this
article have included some other element than the fireworks themselves –
whether it be people, buildings, landmarks or wider cityscape perspectives.

 



Sparklers



Next Week

• Ground based fireworks
• Sparklers



Next Week

Wexham Court Parish Hall
Norway Drive
Wexham
SL2 5QP
 
8.00pm – 10.00pm
 
Food will be available – Jacket Potatoes /
Hot dogs
 
If weather does not allow fireworks, then we


